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The adventures of new super mario bros 3

1 nomination. See more awards » Edit Series cast summary: Walker Boone ... Mario 26 episodes, 1990 Tony Rosato ... Luigi 26 episodes, 1990 Tracey Moore ... Princess Toadstool 26 episodes, 1990 John Stocker ... Toad 26 episodes, 1990 Harvey Atkin ... King Koopa 26 episodes, 1990 Dan Hennessey ... Bully Koopa / ... 26 episodes, 1990 Gordon Masten ... Big Mouth Koopa / ... 26 episodes, 1990
Michael Stark ... Kooky von Koopa / ... 26 episodes, 1990 James Rankin ... Cheatsy Koopa / ... 26 episodes, 1990 Tabitha St. Germain ... Kootie Pie Koopa 26 episodes, 1990 Stuart Stone ... Extra votes / ... 26 episodes, 1990 Tara Strong ... Hip Koopa / ... 26 episodes, 1990 Bonnie Brooks ... Extra Voices 26 episodes, 1990 Rod Coneybeare ... Extra Voices 26 episodes, 1990 Diane Fabian ... Extra Voices
26 episodes, 1990 Catherine Gallant ... Extra Voices 26 episodes, 1990 Greg Morton ... Extra Voices 26 episodes, 1990 Jonathan Potts ... Extra Voices 26 episodes, 1990 Susan Roman ... Extra Voices 26 episodes, 1990 Linda Sorensen ... Extra Voices 26 episodes, 1990 Marlow Vella ... Extra Voices 26 episodes, 1990 Ernie Anderson ... Opening Narration (Super Mario Bros. 3) 26 episodes, 1990 Lou
Albano ... Mario 25 episodes, 1990 Danny Wells ... Luigi 25 episodes, 1990 More information Edit The Koopalings have different names in the cartoon than in the video games. Larry-Cheatsy, Morton-Big Mouth, Wendy-Kootie Pie, Iggy-Hop, Roy-Bully, Lemmy-Hip and Ludwig-Kooky. See more » On the DVD, much of the remade popular music was replaced by the generic Mega Move tune for copyright
reasons. However, in Kootie Pie Rocks, this creates continuity errors. For example, the first song they play is Blame It On The Rain. Since it was replaced by the generic instrumental tune, Bowser's joke Blame it on King Koopa no longer makes sense. See more » Opening story (Super Mario Bros. 3): It's a legend no one will forget. Everyone thought that King Koopa had left the Mushroom Kingdom, and
then his downfall fell. King Koopa was back with the greatest danger ever known: his Koopa Kids! Using their new superpowers, the Super Mario Bros. rescued Princess Toadstool and hit back the evil Koopa family! King Koopa: I'll get those plumbers! See more » User Reviews Edit ReleaseDate: September 8, 1990 (USA) See more » Also known as: Captain N &amp; the Adventures of Super Mario Bros. 3
See more » DIC Entertainment, Nintendo of America See more » Runtime: 11 min (26 episodes) Aspect Ratio: 4:3 See full technical specifications » Questa voce o sezione sull'argomento animazione non cita le fonti necessarie o quelle presenti sono insufficienti. Puoi migliorare questa voce aggiungendo citazioni da fonti attendibili secondo le linee guida sull'uso delle fonti. Segui i suggerimenti del progetto
di riferimento. Le avventure di Super Animated TV Title orig. De avonturen van Super Mario Bros. 3 English language CountryUnited States, Canada AuthorSteve AutoreSteve John Grusd StudioDiC Entertainment, Nintendo of America ReteNBC 1st TV8 September - December 1, 1990 Episodes26 (full) Duration ep.24 min Publisher and. Medusa Film (VHS) Network it. Italy 1, Fox Kids, Frisbee, Planet Kids
1st TV and. Early 2000 Episodes and.26 (full) Duration EP. en.22 min Dialogues. Marco Fiocchi, Stefano Cerioni Studio dopp. ==See also==The Commission Studio P.V. Dir. Dopp, I don't know what to do. ==See also==The Commission Enrico Carabelli Preceded by The Super Mario Bros. Super Show! The Adventures of Super Mario Bros. 3 is a series from DIC Entertainment based on the video game
Super Mario Bros. 3. The second cartoon based on the Mario series after The Super Mario Bros. Super Show!, in Italy was broadcast on Italia 1 (In the early 2000s in the container Ciao Ciao Mattina) and Fox Kids instead of the original TV series, and was then replicated on Frisbee. Since 2013, the series has been broadcast on Planet Kids under the title Super Mario Bros. Trama Mario and Luigi, the two
famous Italian-American plumbers, are now the heroes of the Kingdom of Mushrooms, a surreal parallel world where the two brothers possess special superpowers. With the help of Princess Amarena (Peach), Mario and Luigi will have to fight against the little monsters under the evil King Attila (Bowser) and his seven children: Cucci Pucci, Dentolino, Bully, Cippi, Kooky, Hip and Hop (originally: Wendy,
Morton, Roy, Larry, Ludwig, Lemmy and Iggy). Bowser floats his flying ship, his children possess magic wands, Mario uses the power-ups of the title on which the series is based, and the typical enemies of this title appear, such as the Martelkoopa, Bob-ombe, Twomp, piranha plants and Smack fish, although some classic enemies of Mario, such as the Koopa Troopa do not appear. Unlike the previous
series, this series does not include live action segments. The setting does not change during the episodes, which take place exclusively in the Mushroom Kingdom and on certain occasions also in royal cities such as New York, London, Venice and Paris, and to help King Attila (in English Koopa) this time there are the Bowserotti, identified here as his children. Mario uses the power-ups of the title on which
the series is based, and the typical enemies of this title appear, such as Martelkoopa, Bob-ombe, Twomp, piranha plants, and Smack fish. Voice actor Mario Walker Boone Tony Fuochi Luigi Tony Rosato Enrico Carabelli Re Attila Harvey Atkin Antonio Paiola Amarena Tracey Moore Alessandra Karpoff Ughetto John Stocker Veronica Pivetti Hop (Iggy) Tara Strong Tullia Piredda Hip (Lemmy) Donatella
Fanfani Cucci Pucci (Wendy O. Koopa) Tabitha St. Germain Graziella Porta Dentolino (Morton Koopa Jr.) Gordon Masten Paolo Marchese Cippi (Larry) James Rankin Kooky (Ludwig Von Koopa) Michael Stark Paolo Torrisi Bully (Roy) Dan Hennessy Giorgio Episodes 1. The Terrible Terrible Ninja Bowser instructs his children to catch a giant prince to turn him into a poodle. Super Mario and his group
manage to avoid Bowser's diabolical plan. 2. Reptiles at the White House Today is the birthday of Wendy, Bowser's daughter. The gift he wants is America. Super Mario and his group manage to avoid this diabolical second floor. 3. Watch out for mummy queen Lemmy and Iggy, Bowser's sons, steal a mummy sarcophagus from an Egyptian dungeon. The mama queen kidnaps Mario because he looks a lot
like his mummy sarcophagus. This time it is up to brother Luigi and the rest of the group to resolve this situation. 4. Beauty Cucci Pucci Larry, Bowser's son, transforms his sister Wendy into a human woman. This is their diabolical plan to set a trap for Mario and Luigi. Can they get rid of this situation? 5. The kingdom of Bowser mushrooms and Princess Peach compete in a vote contest to find out who will
rule the Mushroom Kingdom. Bowser cheats on winning this contest. Mario and Luigi feel that Bowser must have used a drink to win the game. 6. A cheat for Dad Bowser and Larry trick Mario and his group into moving to another world. However, Mario gets the better of the two villains. 7. Hawayane Holidays The doctor from the Mushroom Kingdom asked Princess Peach to take a vacation in Hawaii.
Bowser, learning from this fact, sends his son Ludwig to create a robot identical to the princess so that he can manipulate Mario and Luigi. 8. Children walking around in time Ludwig has built a machine that turns people into newborns. He manages to accomplish this feat on Mario and his group. However, they return to normal and manage to prevent the abduction of Princess Peach. 9. Madzilla Wendy and
Morton leave the Koopa group because of their father. They're using a dragon monster to make them believe he's their biological father. This monster causes panic in the city, but is stopped by Super Mario. After this, Wendy and Morton return to the Koopa group. 10. Fight for money Toad believes money for the orphanage was stolen by Bowser. So, to get the money back, he organizes a wrestling fight by
having two of his strong cousins. However, they cannot participate in the fight because Larry makes them fall asleep on Bowser's behalf. So Mario and Luigi join the fight in their place. Their opponents will be the Martelloni Bros. 11. Oh, brother! Mario and Luigi get into a fight for a stupid reason. It will be an easy target for Bowser to catch one of the two plumbers. 12. The setbacks of the plumber Bowser
hires the mighty plumber, idol of Mario and Luigi, to steal a treasure that is in a sewer. However, he only used it to reach the treasure. Mario and Luigi help the plumber then get the treasure back. Get. Ughetto apprentice wizard Toad takes possession of a magic wand from a well-known magician. The Koopas discover it and steal it and fight for those who have to use it. This time it will be the magician who
will solve the situation. 14. Mario and Luigi babysitter Mario and Luigi are forced to babysit a 6-year-old boy. However, the child accidentally heads to the Mushroom Kingdom and is then kidnapped by the Koopas. Can Mario and Luigi save the baby before it's too late? 15. Attila Bowser's dance aims to take possession of a magic gramophone to control the Mushroom Kingdom. It's up to Mario and his group
to find the gramophone for Bowser. 16. The concert of Milli Vanilli Peach, Mario, Luigi and Toad goes to the concert of a famous band, Milli Vanilli. Wendy is also a fan of this, which is why she kidnaps them. It's up to Mario and his band to save the band again. 17. Help! Aliens! Real inhabitants are lost in the Mushroom Kingdom and a citizen mistakes them for foreigners. Bowser and his children, learning
from this fact, kidnap those residents. It's up to Mario and Luigi to save them. 18. Princess Mackerel Mario ends up in Metropolis with her group. Bowser wants her to rule to become the sovereign king of the Earth. Mario and his group manage to defeat Bowser with the help of a sea salt princess. 19. Bowser Crime School and his children kidnap a real criminal. Bowser wants bandits to teach his kids how
to be criminals. Mario and Luigi will prevent this evil mission. 20. Life as dogs Lemmy and Iggy turn Louis and a housekeeper into dogs by paying a hooligan to catch them. Luigi and the housekeeper, due to Mario's absence, will be able to prevent those two Koopas from opening up problems? 21. Higher and higher Ludwig has created a machine that lets everything he touches fly. Thanks to this machine,
he manages to capture Mario and Luigi and in this way he and Bowser would easily kidnap Princess Peach. Can Mario and Luigi prevent this crazy kidnapping? 22. The seven continents Of Bowser kidnaps Princess Peach and orders her children to conquer the continents of the real world. Ludwig builds a machine to block any access to a pipe. This mission seems easy for the villains, but Princess Peach
blows up that car so Mario and his group stop the Koopas. 23. The Bowser Color War paints all the citizens of the Mushroom Kingdom in red and blue by turning them against them. It's up to Mario and Luigi to avoid this confrontation. 24. Attila recycled Bowser recommends her children to recycle waste in the real world. This causes civilians to become zombies. Mario will also be the victim of this
transformation. It's up to Super Luigi to solve this problem. 25. The Venetian threat A Venetian citizen asks Mario to group to stop Bowser and Wendy. Wendy wants to turn the Venetian city into a water park. It's up to Mario and Luigi to defeat Bowser and Wendy. 26. Super Attila Bowser takes possession of Super Mario's powers by becoming very strong. Mario and Luigi will work with captain Frans, Peach
and Toad. Their opponents are Bowser, Ludwig, Wendy, Lemmy and Iggy. Who's going to make him better? Sigle During the first broadcast on Italia 1, the theme song used was the same as in the previous series, sung by Cristina D'Avena and written by Alessandra Valeri Manera and Massimiliano Pani. An instrumental version of the original opening theme is used in the replicas, without the narration.
Because this theme song is also used for the next series, the last part on video is replaced by the scene of the episode Ghiaccio Bollente of Super Mario World, where Mario clashes with a group Goombruni Volanti. On Netflix, the English version is used with the narration subtitled in Italian. Related voices Mario (character) Nintendo External links The adventures of Super Mario, on The World of Voice
actors, AntonioGenna.net. — (IT) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, The Adventures of Super Mario, on the Internet Movie Database, IMDb.com. — (IT) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, The Adventures of Super Mario, TV.com, CBS Interactive Inc. Animation Portal Television Portal unpacked from
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